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Abstract: The goal of this work is to evaluate a deep learning algorithm that has been designed
to predict the topological evolution of dynamic complex non-Euclidean graphs in discrete–time in
which links are labeled with communicative messages. This type of graph can represent, for example,
social networks or complex organisations such as the networks associated with Industry 4.0. In this
paper, we first introduce the formal geometric deep lean learning algorithm in its essential form.
We then propose a methodology to systematically mine the data generated in social media Twitter,
which resembles these complex topologies. Finally, we present the evaluation of a geometric deep
lean learning algorithm that allows for link prediction within such databases. The evaluation results
show that this algorithm can provide high accuracy in the link prediction of a retweet social network.
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1. Introduction
Today, the fact that data are all around us appears to be almost a truism. According to
recent studies, in the year 2025, humanity will create about 163 zettabytes of information [1].
The alarming aspect, however, is not that we will be overwhelmed by data, but that these
data will be very different from what we are used to deal with in traditional disciplines
such as signal or image processing, statistics, or automatic learning [2,3]. Moreover, the
data that we will face will emerge from the billions of objects connected to the Internet of
Things [4,5]. In an Industry 4.0 context, such as the industrial Internet of Things [6,7], these
data are produced by decentralised sources such as thousands of sensors in factories [8], i.e.,
the data are distributed over networks [9]. Therefore, there is a pressing need for societies
to understand data distributed in complex networks to, among other considerations, make
predictions about their behaviour, and this is the main motivation for this work.
This work proposes an application that belongs to the emerging field of machine
learning on graphs, which proceeds from algorithmic reasoning [10,11], relational structure
discovery [12,13], or the application of dynamic graphs [14,15] with multiple applications
in fake account detection [16] or fraud detection [17]. The major challenge in this area is to
find a way to depict or encode the structure of graphs so that it can be easily exploited by
machine learning models. Within this field, geometric deep learning is an emerging technique to generalise deep learning models to non-Euclidean domains such as certain graphs
and manifolds [18–23], and has been previously used in graph-wise classification [24],
signal processing [25], vertex-wise classification [26], or graph dynamics classification [18].
The main goal of this work is to evaluate a geometric deep learning algorithm for link
prediction, which has previously been formulated theoretically by Villalba-Diez et al. [23],
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to be used in dynamic complex networks [18]. Scholars have shown how the evaluation
of topic clusters through content-based social network analysis can be used to study the
network evolution in terms of relevant topics within one type of node; however, these
approaches typically need expert knowledge about the clusters under scrutiny [27,28].
Methods based on direct use of deep learning techniques have been used for dynamic
network link prediction with a combination of long short-term memory decoders [29],
other scholars assigned time-varying link weights at different times and executed link prediction with convolutional network methods based on common neighbours [30]; however,
researchers have demonstrated the inherent difficulty of training deep learning algorithms
with sparse and heterogeneous data [31].
The distinguishing feature of the proposed geometric deep learning algorithm is that
it can be applied to link prediction in dynamic complex networks without prior knowledge,
by using the network structure and the messages sent by the network nodes.
The contribution of this work is twofold. On the one hand, this work presents an
evaluation dataset corresponding to a non-Euclidean network that has been created using
Twitter messages. On the other hand, it presents the results of the evaluation procedure
that uses this dataset to assess the geometric deep learning algorithm mentioned above.
The evaluation results confirm the ability of the algorithm for link prediction in this type
of network and present how the model accuracy can increase by using the content of
messages between nodes. The results obtained in this work outperform the existing results
on link prediction based on graph neural networks on datasets without the content of
messages between nodes [32]. Other results show similar levels of performance but are
applied solely to tree-like networks with noncomplex topologies [33], are applied solely to
undirected networks [34] or are applied to preprocessed datasets that transform dynamic
networks into a sequence of stationary graphs, hence losing information of the actual timely
evolution of the network [29].
This work is structured into five further major sections. First, Section 2 summarises the
geometric deep learning algorithm for link prediction in complex networked configurations.
Second, Section 3 describes, through a case study, the technical side of Twitter data mining,
visualisation, and analyse the collected data. Third, based on this dataset, in Section 4, we
present the core of this work as geometric deep lean learning. Fourth, in Section 5, we
discuss the results obtained. Finally, in Section 6 we present the conclusions and possible
management implications.
2. Summary of Geometric Deep Lean Learning Algorithm
Geometric deep lean learning has been proposed [23] as a mathematical methodology
that describes deep lean learning operations such as convolution and pooling on graphs.
Complex networks, the object of this study, can be described by groups of nodes and
edges. As it has been described before [35–38], these can be understood as manifolds
to explain the problems related to evolutionary manifolds using the theory of complex
evolutionary networks. Specifically, deep learning applied to graphs usually considers
these as manifolds; for this reason, we can consider deep lean learning, as a manifold
learning approach, a challenge [22].
Complex networked systems can be modeled as a graph with nontrivial topological
features that do not occur in simple graphs such as lattices and random networks [39]. For
any given time interval t, these graphs graphs are given by Ωt = [ N t ; Et ], which can be
understood as lists of N t nodes and Et ⊂ ( N t xN t ) edges connecting them [23,40,41]. The
graph is described by its structure, nodes, and edges, and a series of characterised signals
on them:
•

The structure of the graph is described by its adjacency matrix, the Laplacian of the
graph Lt , or any other normalisation of it, as a linear transformation to encode the
structure of a graph. As described in [42], its topology is typically featured by a
log–log long-tailed degree distribution, a degree exponent 2 < γ < 5, an average path
length in the range [ln(ln( N )), ln( N )] and high clustering coefficients.
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•

Each node i ∈ N t and edge i → j ∈ Et can be characterised by a series of signals
expressed in the form of tensors Tii t for the nodes and Tij t for the edges. If these tensors
are empty, i.e., formed by zeros, the node or edge would be considered nonexistent for
our purposes. Subsequently, these signals are described by Ξt given by Equation (1).
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 ... ... ... ... ... ...
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The information contained in Ξt both in the nodes and in the edges is usually structured information which almost always, depending on its nature, needs to be treated
with appropriate data preprocessing techniques [13,14,43].

Consequently, for any given time interval t, the complex network can be described by
Ωt = [Lt ∪ Ξt ]. As a result, the system is described by a time-dependent graph considered
as a sequence of graphs given by Ω = [Ωt1 , Ωt2 , . . . , Ωtn ]. Applications of deep learning
to graphs [20] focuses on static networks; however, social network systems are dynamic,
as the nodes and relations between them are constantly evolving. Therefore, the problem
reduces to fitting a time-dependent tensor At so that it fulfills the condition given by
Ωt+1 ≈ At · Ωt [44]. The hypothesis underlying this objective is given by x t+1 ≈ At · x t ,
where At is constant in a window of time. This method is most commonly used for
modelling discrete time-dependent graphs and is suitable for the time-dependent graph
with a specific time structure, especially in real-time networks such as complex networked
cyber–physical systems [45]. Hereinafter, this modelling method is assumed and the
time sequence of static graphs will not be mentioned explicitly when referring to timedependent graphs.
Provided the preprocessed dataset within Ω is available, the predictive algorithm
starts by separating the data into a past and a future set, which is the set that actually occurred and is used to test the effectiveness of the algorithm. Because we are
aiming to perform a temporal link prediction, the past set is formed by a sequence of
graphs Ω past = [Ωt1 , Ωt2 , . . . , Ωtn−m ], and the future set is formed by a sequence of graphs
Ω f uture = [Ωtk−m+1 , Ωtn−m+2 , . . . , Ωtn ], being m the temporal depth search and hyperparameter of the algorithm. Subsequently, as predictions on the probability of a connection between nodes can only be made between the known nodes in Ω past , we select
these nodes for further processing. As we have indicated above, the problems of sparsity and heterogeneity are inherent to the application of deep learning to real complex
graphs. Dall’Amaico et al. [43] have proposed that the reduced graph Laplacian matrix
Lrw = D −1 · A, in which D = degree matrix; A = adjacency matrix, allows to perform
an adequate preprocessing of the Ω past graph structure that generates efficient clusters in
which the deep learning algorithm does not lose in performance.
The algorithm is implemented following the mathematical formulation previously
shown in [23]. A flow diagram of the algorithm is shown in Figure 1. As a rough outline, it
would suffice to say that, as shown in Figure 2, for each a we define a proximity manifold
Na given by a group of nodes at distance k from the node. This spatial manifold size is the
third hyperparameter of the algorithm, which confers different learning properties and
yields in different computational times.
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1

Load all collected re—tweet network data

2

Select relevant information from the re—tweet network data:
[‘retweeter_user_id', 'retweeted_user_id', 'hashtag', 'group', 'created_at', 'text']

3

Delete the rst and last 6 hours of tweets as this is the time it took to collect the tweets.

4

Select a speci c hashtag #machinelearning

5

Separate the data into 70% training—data, 15% test—data, and 15% validation data.

6

Select and use only nodes in the training set, as predictions can only be made for those.

7

De ne function to create adjacency dictionary in re—tweet network.

8

De ne function to calculate the nth neighbour of a node in the re—tweet network.

9

De ne function to create the adjacency matrix from the adjacency dictionary.

10

De ne function to create the normalized Laplacian as described by
(Dall’Amico et al. 2020).

11

De ne function to clean the content of the re—tweet to display only letters.

12

De ne activation function Recti ed Linear Unit (ReLU)

13

Transform re—tweet content:
1. Sentiment Analysis. De ne function to transform content of the re—tweet
into a positivity sentiment using Naive Bayes classi er, yielding values between [0,1].
2. Create a ten element vector that assigns 0 or 1 values if the re—tweet contains
the (tenth, ninth,…, rst) most frequent words in the data—set.

14

De ne function to create a connection matrix from all re—tweets.

15

De ne function to calculate the accuracy, precision,
recall and F1 between the weights and the connection matrix.

16

Initialize k layers of weights in [0,0.1] which describe the probability of connection between nodes.

17

Apply the geometric deep lean learning algorithm as described in
(Villalba-Diez et al., 2020)

18

For each node, de ne a proximity manifold given by a group of nodes at distance k from the
node. Same number of initialized layers in Step 17.

19

Calculate the Fourier decomposition of the graph.

20

Calculate the frequencies of the graph by means of the normalized Laplacian of Step 11.

21

Transform the initial signal of each node by using the normalized Laplacian.
This lter, based on local—information exchanges, captures information in radius k proximity from the
node representing the “depth” of the geometric deep learning algorithm.

22

Geometric Deep Lean Learning

Data pre—processing

Load packages

fi fi

By means of a gradient—descent procedure, compute the f—th level weights produced as output
each initialized layer by means of the activation function described in Step 13.

fi

fi

fi fi fi

23

Apply the function de ned in Step 16 to evaluate the model following two strategies:
1. Temporal depth. here we change the search temporal period of analysis of the re—tweet
2. Spatial depth. here we change the search manifold depth k initialized layers in Step 17.

24

Visualize the results

25

fi

fi

fi

Figure 1. Geometric deep lean learning algorithm flow diagram.

We then initialise the weights or probabilities of the connection between the nodes in
the interval [0, 0.1]. We perform a Fourier graph decomposition by eigendecomposing the
reduced graph Laplacian matrix Lrw = D −1 · A into eigenvalues and eigenvectors. Based
on the Fourier decomposition of the reduced graph Laplacian, we calculate the graph
frequencies which describe the graph structure. By means of the representation of the
reduced graph Laplacian through the graph frequencies, the retweet signal Tij between each
node i, j in the manifold is convoluted. This convolution operation lies at the heart of the
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geometric deep lean learning algorithm. The spatial depth of this convolutional operation
is given by the number k of layers defined by the spatial depth of the manifold search.

Figure 2. Manifold Na of a given node a of spatial depth k = 3.

3. Data Mining on Twitter
Social network analysis has seen a large rise since the advent of online social media
networks and the resulting easier access to data [46]. The aim of the research can have
different facets. It can include the analysis of information [47,48] and behaviour flow [49,50]
or be used in the context of network theory [41]. In this field, Twitter, in particular, has
rapidly become a source for research [51]. Twitter is a microblogging and social networking
service that is one of the most popular global online social media sites, which is especially
popular with a younger creative audience [52]. The interactions are through so-called
tweets. These are messages that can be public posts or responses. Posts from other
users that are resent are called retweets. Through this rebroadcasting of information,
complex networks are formed. This network can be studied by methods developed in
network theory.
Retweet networks on Twitter can be used and collected for different goals. These
usually include semantic or network property analysis. In [53], a retweet network was
built by mining the tweets of a specific group of users. Using the collected network,
communities inside the European Parliament were able to be detected with high accuracy
without knowing the ground truth. In a different approach, all tweets corresponding to
a previously defined group of hashtags were collected to create a retweet network. By
examining this data, organised trolling efforts were able to be detected [54]. The information
contained in the nodes is structured and describes certain characteristics of the node such
as its date of birth, gender, etc. controlled by the user. The edges of the network, the
retweets, contain semi-structured information with a structured part that describes the
temporal metadata of the retweet, as well as a non-structured part formed by its content.
In this Section 3, we will implement an example of data mining of the social network,
as well as a detailed analysis of the obtained graph. As argued by Byrd and Turner [55],
a single case study can be seen as a possible building block in the process of developing
the validity and reliability of the proposed hypothesis. However, in this case, due to the
standardised dataset structures involved in the social, we can accept the results as plausible
and general. Following the recommendations of Eisenhardt [56], a clear case study road
map is followed. This road map has several phases, namely, Section 3.1 experimental setup,
Section 3.2 specification of population and sampling, Section 3.3 data collection, Section 3.4
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standardisation procedure, and Section 3.5 data analysis. To ensure the replicability of
the results obtained, the source code for data mining, tweet IDs, and network analysis is
available under the Open Access Repository (https://github.com/danielschmidtschmidt/
Geometric-deep-lean-learning-Evaluation-using-a-Twitter-social-network (accessed on
22 July 2021)) which was created with Jupyter Lab Version 1.2.6.
3.1. Experimental Setup
To mine the social network data from Twitter, an official application programming
interface (API) is provided that can be used for different purposes, including academic
research. In August 2020, Twitter announced version 2.0 with added features that, among
other improvements, aid academic research by allowing further access. For this work,
version 1.1 of the API is used. It is the newest stable version during the writing of this work
and offers the needed features for the aggregation of the data. A paid and a free version of
the API are available that mainly differ by the limits that are placed on the number of data
that can be collected in a time frame. In addition, the time range to receive older tweets
with the paid version is higher. This makes some tasks difficult or impossible, only using
the free version.
For the chosen retweet network, tweets are selected by searching for specific hashtags.
With the free version, only tweets of the last seven days can be garnered, although this
step can be repeated to receive continuous data over a longer time frame. With this study,
enough data could be collected in the 7-day time frame. Although some missing tweets can
be expected for the free version [57], it is not anticipated to have a measurable influence on
this research. To use the Twitter API, an application for a developer account must be filed.
Therein, the use case needs to be stated. This can be used for academic research. Only the
redistribution of the tweet IDs from the collected data is permitted. With these tweet IDs,
the contained content of the tweets can be requested through the Twitter API. Therefore,
only the tweet IDs of the collected tweets in this research can be shared.
The following software was used in this research for the collection, visualisation, and
analysis of the retweet network:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Programming language: Python 3.7.6 [58];
Python wrapper for the Twitter API: Tweepy 3.8.0;
Python package for the creation and study of complex networks: NetworkX 2.4 [59];
Python plotting library: Matplotlib 3.1.3;
Python package for data analysis and manipulation: Pandas 1.0.1;
Network visualisation and exploration: Gephi 0.9.2 [60].

3.2. Specification of Population and Sampling
To examine the different forms of retweet networks, the three Twitter accounts of the
journal were chosen as a starting point. For each, the 2000 most recent tweets of the Twitter
accounts were inspected. The 25 most common hashtags of every account were selected
and are visible in Table 1 with minimal overlap, as together these are 70 unique hashtags.
This results in two different kinds of groups. A group formed by the tweets using a hashtag
and by the group formed through a set of hashtags.
It is expected that this results in varied network properties, as different structures
in these communities exist. Users using one of these hashtags do not necessarily form
homogeneous groups, as they can appear in different contexts that do not have a big
overlap. For example, #5g could be used by researchers to discuss technology. Moreover, it
can be used to advertise it or discuss the cultural and societal implications of technology.
Furthermore, all tweets form a network or, respectively, multiple networks that are not
fully connected to each other.
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Table 1. The 25 most common hashtags of three journals for 2000 examined tweets.
Sensors

Sustainability

Biosensors

1.

#mdpisensors

#mdpisustainability

#mdpibiosensors

2.

#sensors

#sustainability

#biosensors

3.

#iot

#sustainable

#sers

4.

#deeplearning

#sushighlycitedpaper

#electrochemical

5.

#biosensors

#climatechange

#fret

6.

#machinelearning

#susinterestingpaper

#spr

7.

#internetofthings

#energy

#biomarkers

8.

#sensor

#sdgs

#i3s2017

9.

#wearable

#circulareconomy

#biomarker

10.

#remotesensing

#sustainabledevelopment

#raman

11.

#uav

#tourism

#biosensor

12.

#structuralhealthmonitoring

#callforpapers

#immunoassay

13.

#wearablesensors

#agriculture

#microfluidic

14.

#wirelesssensornetworks

#transportation

#i3s2019

15.

#i3s2019

#biodiversity

#microfluidics

16.

#sensornetworks

#environment

#wearables

17.

#sensing

#csr

#microarray

18.

#5g

#management

#bacteria

19.

#monitoring

#food

#aptamer

20.

#smartcities

#renewableenergy

#sensors

21.

#gnss

#openaccess

#flexible

22.

#biosensor

#innovation

#bret

23.

#blockchain

#education

#lab_on_chip

24.

#sensorfusion

#resilience

#immunosensors

25.

#highlyaccessedpaper

#environmental

#openaccess

3.3. Data Collection
With API, all public tweets from 1 June 2020 at 13:50 until 9 June 2020 at 22:18 were
collected that contained any of the 70 hashtags collected in Table 1. The number of tweets
for each hashtag varies widely. This is visible in Figure 3, with only 42 of the 70 hashtags
containing more than 100 retweets. It is possible to also take into account the tweets that
are quotes and replies. The data include 71,741 quote tweets and 18,683 reply tweets. As
this is only a small percentage of the total, only the retweets were used to build the network.
Under both hashtags #machinelearning and #blockchain, 120,000 tweets were posted. For the
hashtags #immunosensors and #i3s2017, there were no tweets available in the time frame.
Especially biosensor-specific hashtags show a low number of tweets, with only 3800 tweets
for all 25 hashtags. All collected tweets sum up to 1,060,319, and with almost two-thirds
being retweets, 689,995 retweets were collected.
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Figure 3. Amount of retweets and other tweets collected for the selected hashtags that contain more
than 100 retweets.

3.4. Standardisation Procedure
To have the same time frame for the tweets of all hashtags, the time passed during the
collection of the tweets has to be taken into account. As this was almost 6 h, the first and
last 6 h of tweets were deleted. This makes the data more comparable.
It would be possible to collect the same number of tweets for each hashtag. As this
would mean a different time frame for the collection of each hashtag or removing some
tweets, this is not useful for the analysis. All in all, this is also a property of the network.
3.5. Data Analysis
In the data analysis phase, two different approaches are taken. The first is to gain
an understanding of the network by visualising the network, which has always been
an important part of network research [61]. Qualitative insights can be developed and
communicated in a direct way. The second is to analyse the social network’s properties.
Although it is possible to model a retweet network as a bipartite network [62], the
retweet network was built as a non-directed network. In it, the users build the nodes and
the edges are formed by a retweet. This allows an easier analysis. Our focus is set on a
shared connection through the information retweeted. The created network focuses on the
same interests and views of the users. All retweets in the specific time frames are used to
create the non-directed retweet network. For the retweet, both the original writer and the
user retweeting it are added to the nodes. Furthermore, a link is added between those two
users. For the time frames, only one link between the two users is added and analysed.
This action is repeated for all retweets. If the nodes are not already part of the network,
these are added.
The visualisation of the retweet network in Figure 4 gives an overview and easier
understanding of the complex network that is formed by the retweets. The figure shows
in various colours the network of MDPI journals under study. It should be noted that not
all retweets of the users are displayed, as only the tweets using the predefined hashtags
form this network. Additionally, only the biggest connected component is shown as the
unconnected parts of the network would be pushed to the edges of the image by the
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force-directed algorithm [63]. The hashtags of seven dominant groups are added in the
image for easier identification, with the same colour and near to their biggest cluster.

Figure 4. Retweet network: the edges between two users are coloured according to the associated
hashtag of the retweet.

The visualisation offers the following useful qualitative information:
•

•

•

For most tweets of the dominant hashtags, distinct communities are formed that
mostly have interactions with users that also use that hashtag. The strength of the
interconnection can be seen by the density of the communities. Users with the #machinelearning tweets are at close distance, which indicates a high level of connectedness.
This, in turn, is a sign that a low average path length and a high clustering coefficient
exists within this group. On the other hand, #blockchain has a further stretched the
patch, which indicates a higher average path length and lower clustering coefficient.
These differences can be seen for all dominant tweets.
Strong points of contact and overlap can be seen between some groups. As could
be expected, one of the strongest can be seen between the tweets of #climatechange
and #biodiversity, but also between #machinelearning and #blockchain, although the
connection is weaker and limited to specific parts of the network, which is probably
due to the users discussing the technical side of both. Strong connections can also be
seen in other parts. This demonstrates the overlap of some communities.
Although clear communities for #5g are visible, these are separated. This can be traced
to the fact that it can be used in different contexts. More importantly, it can be used
in tweets that are written in different languages, which is rarely the case with other
hashtags, as they most often have a translation for that language.

The boundaries of the communities are even clearer through the classification by the
journal. Most users are connected to other users in the respectable group. This can be
seen in Figure 5 and is to be expected, as the hashtags of a journal form groups of similar
interest. Only the two major groups and the smaller groups which are clearly visible form
distinct communities. Most visible outliers can be traced back to #5g.
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Figure 5. Retweet network as shown in Figure 4. The edges between two users are coloured according
to the group of hashtags.

However, this analysis is particularly interesting due to being able to quantify the
structure of the network, its nodes and edges, as well as the signals that characterise these
elements. That is why we will now make a quantitative description of our findings.
•

Network Structure
As shown in Figure 6, the dataset presents a typical log–log long-tailed degree distribution which is typical of small-world/scale-free networks with a degree exponent of
γ = 2.3 [41].

Figure 6. log–log long-tailed degree distribution of the retweet network.

In Figure 7, several other network metrics are shown. Specifically, in Figure 7a, the
average path length, which is defined as the average number of steps along the
shortest paths for all possible pairs of network nodes of all journals, is proved to be in
the range [ln(ln( N )), ln( N )] which, together with the representation in Figure 7b of
the high clustering coefficients, which is a measure of the degree to which nodes in
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a graph tend to cluster together, show a typical behaviour of small-world networks
evolving towards a scale-free network topology [41].

(a) Journal average path length

(b) Journal average clustering coefficient

Figure 7. Properties of the journal graphs for every 6-hour time frame in a week of tweets.

•

Network Signals
The information contained in each retweet network about the nodes and edges can
be mined in a semi-structured standard given by the platform. A truncated for our
purposes example of a retweet is shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Semi-structured network retweet signal.
’created at:’
’id’:
’username’:
’user id’:
’text’:
’quoted user’:

Tue Jun 09 14:42:30 +0000 2020,
’1270365661215240192’,
’MedGIFT group’,
’1012268385789513729’,
’We are hiring!
’id’: ’1270359799201443840’, ...
...’user id’: ’2163570636’,...
...’username’: ’adepeursinge’

After this inspection, it will be easy for the reader to recognise that all information, both
for the nodes and for the edges, except the text field, is structured. The information
contained in the text field, which is the content of the retweet, can be considered as
unstructured since it is given by the user who composes it.
4. Geometric Deep Lean Learning Evaluation
To validate the proposed geometric deep learning algorithm [23] and its use of the
data—the set obtained in Section 3 —a study road map with several phases is tailored for
the algorithm implementation as follows: Section 4.1 experimental setup, Section 4.2 data
preprocessing explanation, Section 4.3 hyperparameter description, and Section 4.4 data
analysis and results.
4.1. Experimental Setup
The experiments in this study were implemented with a computer equipped with an
Intel(R) Xeon(R) Gold 6154 3.00GHz CPU and an NVIDIA Quadro P4000 Graphic Process
Unit (GPU) with 96 GB of random access memory (RAM). The operating system was
Red Hat Linux 16.04 64-bit version. When additional computational power was needed,
Amazon Web Services and Azure ecosystem were employed [64].
The following software was used in this research for the collection, visualisation, and
analysis of the retweet network:
•

Programming language: Python 3.7.6 [58];
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•
•
•

Python plotting library: Matplotlib 3.1.3;
Python package for data analysis and manipulation: Pandas 1.0.1;
Python package for scientific computing and array calculation: Numpy 1.18.0.

4.2. Data Preprocessing
To facilitate a more efficient further processing, the relevant data concerning the
structure and evolution of the retweet content are structured for further processing. The
structure of the data is shown in Table 3.
Table 3. Structured network retweet signal.
Sender
Receiver
Evolution
Content

retweeted_user_id
retweeter_user_id
created_at
hashtag, group and retweet text

Because it takes six hours to collect the data from the Twitter application programming
interface (API), the first and last six hours of the retweets are deleted to ensure a clean
and balanced dataset. To further focus the study framework, we inspect the network of
retweets with the hashtag #machinelearning. To more effectively analyse the content of the
retweet, we eliminate all contents that are not letters.
As described in Section 2, the content of the retweets is semi-structured and therefore
must be transformed to ensure proper processing. For this purpose, we substitute the
retweet content with a vector of 11 classes. The first element contains the result of the based
standard sentiment analysis naive Bayes classifier algorithm [65], which allows a prior
classification of the retweets by assigning them a score in the interval [0,1], into negative
(values close to 0), neutral (values around 0.5) or positive (values close to 1). The rest of the
10 categories describe with binary classification, 0 or 1 if the retweet content contains 1, 2,
3, . . . , or the 10 most used words in the overall retweet network, respectively.
4.3. Geometric Deep Lean Learning Hyperparameters
We implement the function defined to measure the performance of the model and
compute its accuracy following two strategies: (1) variation of temporal depth t in which
we change the search temporal period of analysis of the retweet following a standard time
series split cross-validation method [66] and (2) spatial depth k in which we change the
number of layers. Our model will predict the probability that a node will connect to another
node, taking into account the structure and content of the time-dependent network.
The hyperparameter design decision depends on the dataset structure. Our geometric
deep lean learning algorithm presents two hyperparameters: temporal depth and spatial
depth search. In this specific case, we chose a temporal depth of t ∈ [1, 6] days. Furthermore,
we chose a spatial manifold depth search of k ∈ [1, 4] because of the dataset size and related
computational time.
4.4. Data Analysis and Results
The geometric deep lean learning algorithm aims to predict the probability that two
nodes will join in the future by learning from the evolution of the structure and content
of the graph. As outlined in Section 4.2, we have applied this algorithm to two different
signals with the same graph structure: one with the actual retweet content transformed
through a naive Bayes and binary classification and one with the content of constant
retweets (zero variability). To achieve the optimum computational time measured in hours,
accuracy measured in %, and the cost of data mining, expressed by the temporal depth
measured in days, we performed several experiments which are summarised in Figure 8.
•

As shown in Figure 8a we perform several experiments for different temporal depth
t ∈ [1, 6] with a constant spatial depth of the search manifold of k = 2.
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•

As shown in Figure 8b,c, we performed several experiments for different spatial
depths of the search manifold k ∈ [1, 4] with a constant temporal depth of t = 5 and
t = 6, respectively.

(a) Temporal depth of t days and spatial depth manifold search k = 2.

(b) Spatial depth of search manifold k and t = 5.

(c) Spatial depth of search manifold k and t = 6.
Figure 8. Summary of results.
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5. Discussion
We inspected the retweet network of three journals by means of data mining techniques to obtain empirical evidence of the performance of the algorithm.
As we explained in Section 4, we performed two types of experiments: one in which
we varied the temporal depth of our search while keeping the spatial depth of the search
manifold constant, and vice versa.
To validate the performance of the model, we used [1].titfuture dataset. we combined
contingency classes (TRUE, FALSE) and (connection, no-connection), hence building four
categories: true negative (TN) is not a connection and has been predicted as a no-connection
category; false positive (FP) is not a connection and has been predicted as a connection
category; false negative (FN) is a connection but has been predicted as a no-connection
category; true positive (TP) is a connection and has been predicted as a connection category.
Derived from this categorisation, the performance measurement of accuracy can typically
be measured by Acc = (TN + TP)/(TN + FP + FN + TP) [67]. Although another alternative
way to measure the link prediction is to measure the area under the receiver operating
characteristic curve (AUC) [68], we chose in this work to measure the accuracy because
AUC ignores the predicted probability values and the goodness of fit of the model; it is
only truly informative when there are true instances of absence available, and the objective
is the estimation of the realised distribution. Moreover, AUC does not give information
about the spatial distribution of model errors, which is a key feature in our geometric deep
lean learning model [69].
We will now discuss the results of these experiments in detail.
5.1. Variation of Temporal Depth with Constant Spatial Depth
The results in Figure 8a show a linear growth of computation time t with the temporal
depth of our search. The results show different behaviours depending on the content of the
retweet. The geometric deep lean learning algorithm presents a typical sigmoid learning
curve when the content of the retweets is actual or constant, and the accuracy of the model
with actual content is always better than the one with constant content. This suggests that
the algorithm is indeed extracting relevant information from the content of the retweet.
This learning allows it to achieve better accuracy rates than in the case where the content
of the retweet is constant, where the algorithm can only learn from the structure of the
network since all nodes have the same information. The peak learning point is reached at a
maximum time depth of t = 6 days and k = 2 with 95.2% of accuracy, followed by 93.2%
attained for a slightly lower time depth of t = 6 days and k = 2.
5.2. Variation of Spatial Depth with Constant Temporal Depth
The results in Figure 8b,c show an exponential growth of the computation time t
with the spatial depth k of the search manifold of the form t = e− a+b·k with a, b > 0 and
a coefficient of determination of R2 > 99.7% in both cases. The exponential increase of
computation time with the spatial depth of the search manifold enabled us to seek a practicable compromise solution. In industrial environments, computation time is a determining
factor when integrating computational algorithms into real-time processes. The results
show different behaviours depending on the content of the retweets. We can observe that
the geometric deep lean learning algorithm learns better with real information from the
retweets than with constant information. Specifically, on the one hand, in Figure 8b, we
can observe how with a search manifold depth of only k = 2 and t = 5, thus keeping a low
computational time, the algorithm shows a performance of 93.2% with real information,
versus 75.3% with constant information. On the other hand, in Figure 8c, we can observe
how a search manifold depth of only k = 2 and a linear increase in the temporal depth
search t = 6, thus keeping the computational cost under control, the algorithm shows
a performance of 95.9% with real information, versus 79.7% with constant information.
Although in both cases, the performance of the algorithm increases to values above 99%
with a search manifold depth of k = 4, this is at a high computational cost. For these
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reasons, we deem as the best optimum solution obtained with a temporal depth of t = 6,
spatial depth of the manifold search k = 2.
The results of these combined experiments show the intrinsic value of our algorithm:
on the one hand, they allow us to show what effects the signals contained in the nodes have
on the predictive ability of the algorithm, and on the other, they show its predictive power.
6. Conclusions and Management Implications
In summary, our application shows how we can use a new deep learning model
applied to non-Euclidean topologies such as complex graphs to predict the links that
will occur in the network using the information contained in the network structure and
within the nodes of the network. Specifically, we combined deep learning methods such
as gradient descent and modified convolution on local manifolds at each node, with
preprocessing techniques of complex sparse network structures and standard sentiment
analysis naive Bayes and binary classifier algorithms. Our application of the geometric deep
lean learning algorithm allows us to predict, with high probability and low computational
cost, the evolution of a graph derived from a real complex network of retweets. We have
also shown that the application of the algorithm is able to achieve this by means of a novel
convolution process applied to non-Euclidean topology that takes into account both the
time-dependent topology of the graph and the time-varying signals occurring within it.
The implications for the management of this novel application are profound since they
allow predicting the evolution of networks associated with Industry 4.0 creation systems
by taking into account their topology and the information contained within them. This
provides insight into the potential evolution of the system. For example, we can predict
which nodes are most likely to connect in a logistic chain or which process occurs—the
owner node is most likely to connect within a chain of command. This could greatly help
in the appropriate strategic organisational design, as the predictive geometric deep lean
learning algorithm would anticipate possible less likely configurations. Our algorithm has
therefore the potential to be integrated into an expert decision support system that helps
industry leaders improve their decision-making process and could therefore help increase
the performance of the associated value-creating processes.
Furthermore, for our Twitter dataset, the naive Bayes sentiment and binary classification allowed us to preprocess the dataset adequately and attain acceptable performance
levels with low computational resources. When applying the geometric deep lean learning
algorithm to Industry 4.0 cyber–physical networks, future challenges lie in finding a suitable representation of the semi-structured data that allows increasing the performance of
the geometric deep learning algorithm on the real data with adequate levels of both the temporal depth and spatial depth of the search manifold and therefore with less computational
time. The limitations of this work are limited to the analysis of complex time-dependent
networks in which the temporal or spatial depth is too large to be computed. In an Industry
4.0 or Internet of Things environment, such topologies are to be expected. To overcome
these obstacles, the authors envision the formation of suitable clusters, for example, based
on expert knowledge, upon application of the geometric deep lean learning algorithm.
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